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In times like these, when people are rushing every day to go about their daily task, it is refreshing to have a quick dip into
the Word of God and hear Him whisper strengthening inspirations that will help start one's day. God's Whispers is a daily
collection of reflections that aims to give a quick dose of God's Word before one launches into the day all year round for
366 days. Packed not only with biblical insights but also testimonies of individuals who had unique personal encounters
with Jesus Christ, this daily devotional is powerful and life-changing. One manuscript reader commented, "I was
mesmerized by the words. they put meaning to a lot of things. I was overjoyed as if the Holy Spirit has filled my heart and
lifted my spirit high. I could read it again and again, and yet it gives a new meaning each time." Indeed, this book is Holy
Spirit– breathed! As you are inspired after reading this book, join the God's Whispers Movement and be part of a dynamic
group that makes God's Words come alive in the lives of many through prayer and life's testimonies. What is worth more
living for than to add values to other people's lives? "Only one life,'twill soon be past, Only what's done for Christ will last."
C. T. Studd
"In this resource, three authors explore the following topics: preparing the hearts of children to hear the Gospel;
discerning stages of spiritual growth; communicating the essential truths of the Gospel message; and presenting the
Gospel in an accurate and child-friendly manner. Also provided in this booklet is the 10-week, family devotional, Ten
Essential Gospel Truths, to help parents as they explain the Gospel to their children." --cover.
Enrich your spiritual life and relationship with God every single day In a world that tells us to be and live however we
want, the NIV Bible for Men inspires you to be better, dig deeper into your soul, and do more with what God gave you.
Spiritually challenging and thought-provoking, each of the daily readings will move you toward one goal: enriching your
spiritual life and relationship with God. Each reading begins with a short, shareable statement that introduces you to that
day’s meaningful, concise topic designed to address the challenges and expectations that will instantly connect with your
experience, such as career, sexuality, leadership, pornography, relationships, financial stability, spiritual growth,
substance addiction, culture, character, education, self-image and more. The NIV Bible for Men will help you to apply the
Bible to your life every day. As you read and learn, this will quickly become your go-to Bible. Features: Complete text of
the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) 260 weekday readings from young pastors and leaders
such as Matt Chandler, Shane Claiborne, Craig Groeschel, and Gabe Lyons 2 methods to engage: reading through the
Bible from Genesis to Revelation or by using the topical index 52 ”Myth Articles” state commonly accepted myths in our
culture today, then respond to those myths with insights from God’s Word
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Memorizing Scripture equips children to fight the fight of faith through both the little everyday struggles and the bigger
trials of life.Use The Fighter Verses Coloring Book to encourage your son or daughter to memorize 52 key Bible verses.
Each verse is accompanied by a beautiful biblical or modern illustration for them to color as they think about a focus
statement that accompanies the verse.The Fighter Verses Coloring Book coordinates with Set One of The Fighter Verses
Study, a devotional guide for families. It can also be used as a Scripture memory tool or simply a Bible-based coloring
book.
We live in a foolish world with women making bad choices and suffering from the collateral damage of other’s wrong
choices. The One Year Wisdom for Women Devotional, based on the audio program of the same name, was birthed out
of the great need for women to hear how God addresses every single facet of their lives through the powerful and
practical book of Proverbs. For many, the Proverbs are hard to study because the topics jump around from verse to
verse. The One Year Wisdom for Women Devotional is a practical tool that will help women in their daily walk with the
Lord. It is a great companion to the One Year Bible because it directly follows that book’s daily Proverbs reading. Each
day not only follows the script of the Wisdom for Women audio program, it also references the One Year Bible reading
schedule and ends with a powerful call to action.
Are you watching the war to win the hearts and minds of children raging around you and wondering what you can do?
Are you looking for ways to create a context for the kind of godly environment you want your children to grow up in? If so,
this book will give you answers. In Kingdom Foundations for God's Kids, Michelle Jeannot offers wisdom and practical
ideas gleaned from years in children's ministry to help you navigate these times. This material will equip you with
foundational concepts such as: Identity- Who we are in Christ, Intimacy with God, and Love in Action. Filled with practical
information and lessons plans that enable you to teach children what it means to see others from God's perspective while
demonstrating how to live empowered by God's Spirit, Kingdom Foundations for God's Kids will help equip you to win
back the hearts and minds of the next generation. Kingdom Foundations for God's Kids is a resource for parents,
teachers, and anyone else desiring to raise children who live and love like Jesus. Each chapter written for adults has
accompanying lessons for children that can be used as a family devotional at home or classroom lesson in Sunday
school.
Is it time for you to stretch your spiritual muscles? These encouraging Bible verses from the Old and New Testaments will
help you strengthen your devotional life. Each short chapter focuses on several inspirational Bible verses on specific
topics and provides timely explanations and applications. Use these readings to guide your Bible memorization or simply
to experience God’s personal touch as He uses His Word to... encourage, heal, and nourish you sustain you in difficult
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times and comfort you in sorrow instruct you, bringing you wisdom and discernment keep you from sin and protect you
from evil provide stability in your ever-changing world As you immerse yourself in these encouraging Bible verses, your
desire to read, understand, and memorize God’s Word will grow. As a result, you’ll clarify what you believe and be able
to speak the truth in love and bring hope to others around you.
Offers devotional lessons with four steps--thinking, listening, talking, and praying--meant to be used by families to learn
more about biblical truths.
In The Prince's Poison Cup, Dr. Sproul focuses on the atonement to show that Jesus had to endure the curse of sin in
order to redeem His people from spiritual death. The animatic DVD presents the book illustrations in a new light as Dr.
Sproul narrates a story that will captivate both children and adults alike.
Many Christians crave something more from their prayer time. We pray knowing that God hears and answers our
prayers, but we also know that prayer should be something more than recited phrases and personal wish lists. God
wants prayer to become vital to everything we do. Using Scripture passages, applications, and a prayer guide, "Praying
with Purpose" is a five-week study designed to teach believers how to pray without ceasing. Perfect for church use, small
groups, or individual study.
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy, balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a personal property line that marks
those things for which we are responsible. In other words, boundaries define who we are and who we are not.
Boundaries impact all areas of our lives: Physical boundaries help us determine who may touch us and under what
circumstances -- Mental boundaries give us the freedom to have our own thoughts and opinions -- Emotional boundaries
help us to deal with our own emotions and disengage from the harmful, manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual
boundaries help us to distinguish God's will from our own and give us renewed awe for our Creator -- Often, Christians
focus so much on being loving and unselfish that they forget their own limits and limitations. When confronted with their
lack of boundaries, they ask: - Can I set limits and still be a loving person? - What are legitimate boundaries? - What if
someone is upset or hurt by my boundaries? - How do I answer someone who wants my time, love, energy, or money? Aren't boundaries selfish? - Why do I feel guilty or afraid when I consider setting boundaries? Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr.
John Townsend offer biblically-based answers to these and other tough questions, showing us how to set healthy
boundaries with our parents, spouses, children, friends, co-workers, and even ourselves.
Creator, Father, King is a One Year devotional written to help teens learn more about God and see His love, His perfect
character, and His eternal plan of redemption to reconcile lost sinners to Himself. Josh Cooley uses verses from all 66
books of the Bible to show how God can be found throughout Scripture. Each of the 365 devotions includes a "what does
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it mean" section, a "now what" section, and a "did you know" section. It gives practical ideas for spiritual growth,
additional perspectives and background for each devotion, and a summary of how each devotion describes God.
Out of obedience to God, I quit my job and began working for my non-profit organization full time! It was a walk of faith and it was
tough, but it was one of the best decisions I've ever made. Now God is calling me to encourage others to take their first steps! It's
time to stop allowing fear to hold you back from what God is calling you to do! God has given you a gift, He has given you an idea
and the world needs what you have! This devotional was created to encourage you during your first 7 days as you seek God and
begin making the first steps towards your new venture in life.
Change can happen in our culture. It can happen in our home and in our children. But it starts with us. Amorality, dishonesty,
discontent—you want your children to reject today’s norms in favor of values like integrity, wisdom, and forgiveness. But how can
you train them to do this when you sometimes fall short yourself? Author, speaker, and Moms in Prayer podcast host Lee Nienhuis
offers guidance to every parent seeking to raise Jesus-following kids. In Counter-Cultural Parenting, she provides tools that will
help you… model godly characteristics and biblical values in your own life and home energize your family to recognize the world’s
lies and devote yourselves to truth entrust your children’s future to God through consistent, powerful prayer It’s easy to look at the
world and feel overwhelmed, but you don’t need to lose hope. Embrace the calling God has set before you and know that He will
empower you to nurture your children’s faith.
Derek Stringer provides a devotional commentary covering the whole book. Its sixty-six chapters make it a miniature Bible in itself.
Isaiah's name means 'The Lord Saves' and the primary theme of the book is salvation. Isaiah is widely recognised as the greatest
of the prophetic books of the Bible. This greatness lies in the: *depth of its teaching, *importance of its message, *breadth of its
subject matter.
HCC Childrens Devotional Book by Mary Pollard Bethea with inspiration from Pastor Aaron Pollard Illustrations by Mary Pollard
Bethea This book is designed to provide young and old readers with different forms of giving God daily devotions. The basic forms
of devotion are in each section, prayers, praises, songs, and Bible verses. Other forms of devotion include daily notes, weekly
charts, and monthly calendar pages that can be used to glorify God. HCC Childrens Devotional Book is available with articles to
capture the mind, will, and emotions of young hearts in the Lord through the use of poems, scriptures, puzzles, praises, and a little
preach to start and finish a day. The book is divided into sections for the reader to start with knowing how the church is
coordinated, next, the reader is given some background statements on the Bible. Thirdly, a section on knowing Bible stories is
presented and the last section continues the storytelling with a desire to reach the readers purpose in life. Start your devotion and
be blessed.
Share God's best gift with your family this year and start a Lifetime of traditions with this gospel-focused, four-week Advent family
devotional. Each week includes Bible readings, fun Christmas activities, songs, and an original Christmas story. Book jacket.
Who is God, and what is He like? Why do I exist? How am I to act toward God? What is my greatest problem and need? What has
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God done to solve this problem? How can I be saved? How should I now live?This family devotional is designed to help your
children answer these important questions and ground them in the essential, foundational, and glorious truths of the Gospel.
Additionally, the interactive format is meant to encourage your children toward life-transforming faith in Christ by guiding, inspiring,
and imploring them to personally and sincerely respond to God¿s truth with their minds, hearts, and wills. Each of the 15 chapters
includes three major, distinct sections to accomplish this: Instruct the Mind, Engage the Heart, and Influence the Will.¿Glorious
God, Glorious Gospel is one of the most creative, practical, and biblically-faithful overviews of central aspects of Gospel truth
available for parents to use with their children.¿¿Bruce Ware, Ph.D. Professor of Christian Theology, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary¿There is no more important assignment for parents than the spiritual development of your children. Nothing
matters more, and Glorious God, Glorious Gospel is going to make this task a whole lot easier for a lot of moms and dads.¿¿Bob
Lepine, Co-Host, FamilyLife Today

The Lord's Prayer has much to teach us about our great and glorious God as well as about prayer. This 13-week family
devotional guide provides six days of devotional ideas per week, plus ideas for a weekly Family Night Activity.This
resource has been designed to be used in conjunction with an intergenerational class using the Lord, Teach Us to Pray
curriculum, but it can also be used separately by families or individuals desiring to start a tradition of regular devotions.
In centuries past, the church has used catechisms to teach foundational Christian doctrines. Today, this communal
practice of learning basic beliefs via questions and answers has largely been lost. Seeking to restore this ancient method
of teaching to the regular life of the church, The New City Catechism Devotional is a gospel-centered, modern-day
resource that not only summarizes important Christian beliefs through 52 questions and answers but also helps readers
meditate on and be transformed by those doctrines. Each question features devotional commentary written by leading
contemporary and historical figures such as John Piper, Timothy Keller, Kevin DeYoung, D. A. Carson, Alistair Begg,
Mark Dever, Augustine, John Calvin, Jonathan Edwards, John Owen, Martin Luther, and many others. Each question
also includes a relevant Scripture reading and short prayer. Designed for use in a variety of contexts, including with
families, churches, and small groups, The New City Catechism Devotional stands as a valuable resources for helping
adults and children alike learn the key doctrines that stand at the heart of the Christian faith.
It can be tempting for engaged couples to focus on planning their wedding day and ignore preparations for the lifetime
commitment that begins after the cake is cut. Now the bestselling resource for couples Preparing for Marriage has a
companion devotional that includes fifty short devotions written by Dennis and Barbara Rainey. Preparing for Marriage is
a program created by FamilyLife, one of America's leading marriage and family ministries, and is designed to help
Christian couples lay the foundation for a strong, lasting, and biblical marriage.
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An enriching 365-day devotional the whole family can enjoy that helps parents create a daily time of worship together and
guide their children toward a personal relationship with Jesus.
Though able to be read by a child alone, Gods Providence is most ideally a tool for parents to nurture the faith of their
children through instruction, dialogue, prayer and personal application. Targeted at early elementary age, important
theological truths are explained clearly and simply, and reviewed periodically. The goal of the book is to encourage
children to see God at work in all things and to trust His sovereign hand and His good purposes. Parents are given brief
instruction on how to engage in spiritual dialogue with their children and how to make application of Biblical truth in
everyday life. Each chapter ends with a short encouragement toward personal application and an activity.
How does faith at work look like in reality? In this follow-up to Workship 1, Kara Martin shares more practical wisdom on
making a difference in the workplace. Topics range from hospitality and leadership, to ethical issues and workplace
conflict, to reflections on unemployment, women and work, and the future of work. Kara also provides effective ways that
churches can adopt to better equip their congregations to “workship”, addressing areas like service programmes,
workplace visitations, and mentoring. From the church to the local community, Workship 2 helps bridge the sacredsecular divide and inspires workers to thrive in their working.
Written as a faith-building tool for Christians who desire to grow in their relationship with the Lord, Did God Do That? takes its readers beyond
the miracles of God, directly to personal application. Not only does this devotional allow believers to read about specific miracles in a
chronological, expository manner, it also challenges God's people to go further than just reading. This is accomplished through the "Think"
and "Do" portions of each devotion. The end goal of this book is for those who read it to complete all twelve weeks desiring to read more of
the Bible, and to live the life of Christ; believing fully in what God can accomplish in and through their lives. Hugh Jefferson Wylie III was born
on the 17th of March, 1970 to Hugh and Erma Wylie. Hugh III, known to family and friends as Jeff, was born and raised in Seffner, FL., and is
the youngest of seven children (3 boys and 4 girls). Jeff joined the army in March of 1990, and after being honorably discharged in 1995, he
rejoined the army reserves, as a Chaplain Assistant, in October of 2002; honorably discharged in March of 2007. He married his wife,
Esmirna, in June of 1995, and they have four children: Sherida, Brianna, Phillip, and Michael. They live in Brandon, Florida. His degree in
Leadership and Ministry came from Trinity College, in New Port Richey, Florida. He is a licensed and ordained pastor of Hope for Life Bible
Fellowship Church. Jeff lives for the Lord, and loves his family.
A year-long adventure for families desiring to grow in Christ and set the rhythm of their lives by the Seasons of the Church.Good Dirt
combines kid-friendly seasonal activities, daily devotionals, and Bible readings. Each day the family is rooted in Christ through a reading from
one of the Gospels. Adults and the little ones in their homes alike will learn how to “Till,” “Plant,” “Water,” and “Weed” their souls, living out
spiritual formation within the most influential social context anyone is ever born into: the family.In this first volume,Advent, Christmastide &
Epiphany, seasonal activities and readings guide families through a celebration of Jesus' incarnation, introducing the twelve classical spiritual
disciplines as tools to work the soil of the soul.Join other families on the journey at www.gooddirtfamilies.com
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Dr. Gary Chapman provides an easy-to-grasp framework to help couples understand their marriage and seven practical strategies for
strengthening or improving their marriage relationship. A valuable resource for couples regardless of how long they've been married, this
biblically based book is a reference tool to help couples through every season of marriage. Which Season of Marriage Are You In? Summer A deep sense of satisfaction and security characterizes marriages in summer. Make the most of this season and help identify the hidden
conflicts that can surface and threaten your contentment and stability. Spring - Spring represents a time of hopefulness and new beginnings.
Discover new ways of listening and loving and awareness of the unexpected irritations that can disrupt this positive season. Winter - Winter
relationships are distant and difficult. Marriage is much harder during the season of cold silences and bitter winds, but once you and your
spouse develop a vocabulary for melting the ice, you'll soon be on your way to warmer, happier times. Fall - Fall carries with it the unwanted
change, uncertainty, and unsettledness that all couples face during the life of their marriage. Learn how to navigate this turbulent season,
plant the seeds of hope and avoid the threatening winds of winter. "
A panoramic history of Puritanism in England, Scotland, and New England This book is a sweeping transatlantic history of Puritanism from its
emergence out of the religious tumult of Elizabethan England to its founding role in the story of America. Shedding critical light on the diverse
forms of Puritan belief and practice in England, Scotland, and New England, David Hall describes the movement’s deeply ambiguous
triumph under Oliver Cromwell, its political demise with the Restoration of the English monarchy in 1660, and its perilous migration across the
Atlantic to establish a “perfect reformation” in the New World. This monumental book traces how Puritanism was a catalyst for profound
cultural changes in the early modern Atlantic world, opening the door for other dissenter groups such as the Baptists and the Quakers, and
leaving its enduring mark on religion in America.
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